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We are Hiring !!!!!!!

Srinivasa Motors
Arunagiri Motors
Vin Motors
Akshaya Motors
Vijay Motors
Vastrad Motors

Vacancies are Open in Marketing,
Development & Customer Support
departments.

Fun In Ziac

Know About New Launches
Ziac SMS

On account of Republic Day , we
conducted General knowledge Quiz for
Ziacians & the winner is

Mr. Revanasiddappa

ZiacSMS

software is designed to send group
SMS to customers / clients in a simple,
user
friendly and cost effective manner.
ZiacSMS
is an interactive SMS software that uses push /
pull technology.
The SMS are sent using the
mobile
handset connected to your own PC with a USB
cable (Data Cable).
The SMS can be sent
through any GSM mobile service provider and
costis as per the scheme offered by the service
provider.
The software sends the message to the list of
mobile phone numbers listed in any excel file.

Congratulations !!!

Know Your Words
Table : A logical unit of storage, used by
an Oracle database, that is made up of
one or more operating system files.
Each table, index or other object that
requires storage is located on a
tablespace.
SQL, at its simplest, is a basic language
that allows you to "talk" to a database
and extract useful information. With
SQL, you may read, write, and remove
information from a database.

Health Tips


PorkAwareness
Try this and see whether the pork you bought
has worms. Most men love to eat this , So
watch out before it's too late.If you pour Coke
(yes, the soda) on a slab of pork, wait a little
while, you will SEE WORMS crawl out of it. A
message from the Health Corporation of
Singapore about the bad effects of pork
consumption is Pig's body contain MANY
TOXINS, WORM and LATENT DISEASES.

ODBC is Open Data Base Connectivity,
which is a connection method to data
sources and other things. It requires
that you set up a data source, or DSN
using an SQL driver or other driver if
connecting to other database types.
Most database systems support ODBC.

On the Personal front
Happy Birthday Geetha
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Congratulations !!!!
Tulasi,Shyla,Asha,Geetha & Jayashree,
On achieving your weekly targets.

Dear Mr.Ramesh,
Please accept Ziacians sincere condolences on the passing away of your
dear father. He was a fine man and many people will feel his absence.
God bless his soul to rest.
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